Throughout the year, the International Resources program facilitates worldwide collaboration in the ACM SIGGRAPH community. Because of our international connections and close relationship to the international ACM SIGGRAPH Chapters, we are often able to connect people and resources across the world. Please contact us if you are interested in connecting with ACM SIGGRAPH Chapters and/or professionals in the field of graphics and interactive techniques.

For SIGGRAPH2012 conference, we have prepared this document, which highlights all conference submissions and presentations from Eastern Europe and Russia. If you have questions about this list, please contact our 'Eastern Europe + Russia' committee members:

Irena Volkova [volk117@gmail.com]
Olga Kolchyna [olya.kolchyna@yahoo.co.uk]
Serguey Markov [serguey.markov@gmail.com]

-----

Art Gallery
Estonia
Symbiosiss
Kärt Ojavee (Eesti Kunstiakadeemia)

Computer Animation Festival (CAF)
Latvia
Photofly
Rumble Studios

Courses
Czech Republic
Optimizing Realistic Rendering With Many-Light Methods
Jaroslav Krivanek (Charles University in Prague)

Emerging Technologies
Hungary
3d Capturing
Peter Tamas Kovacs (Holografika Kft.)

Russia
BOTANICUS INTERACTUS
Ivan Poupyrev (Disney Research, Pittsburgh)

Exhibitors
Hungary
Leonar3do International PLC
Russia
CentiLeo LLC
iPi Soft

Courses
Russia
Advanced GPU-Based Ray Casting for Bricked Datasets
Nikolay Gavrilov (Lobachevsky State University of Nizhni Novgorod)

Real-Time Live!
Russia
UNIGINE Engine Render: Flexible Cross-API Technologies
Alexander Zapriagaev (Unigine LLC)

Technical Papers
Czech Republic
An Analytic Model for Full Spectral Sky-Dome Radiance
Lukas Hosek (Charles University in Prague)